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INTERIOR DESIGN 2020: NEW TRENDS 
I hope our report will be useful for people who try following the last style and 
choose for themselves the best. I believe that a good apartment or house is important 
for everyone. 
In my opinion, the question of modernity and fashion is always relevant. And 
now I would like to talk about what will be fashionable in 2020 in interior design. 
This issue is being handled from year to year by modern designers. They survey 
people, interacting with each other, study design history, keep up-to-date, and find 
something new and more comfortable to live with. This is incredibly important for 
everyone. 
So designers predict that in 2020 will be trendy: ecology and restoration. 
Environmental pollution is a problem that permeates all areas of our lives. That's 
why natural materials and reuse will be the main trend. For example, the interior will 
mainly be plastic furniture. 
Modernism style 
Modernism is the pursuit of the new, the conventions of style and the search for 
new forms. Functionalism and futurism, which are becoming more commonplace and 
promoting the cult of individualism, are now complementary to the familiar 
minimalism already familiar to us. This is manifested in the use of ordinary objects 
and textures in an unusual way - for example, a picture of a carpet. 
Honesty and sincerity 
Honesty and sincerity are considered the most important trend in 2020. This 
trend is evident in all areas, from business to bloggers. On Instagram we are tired of 
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the perfect picture and want to see all the colors of life. In interiors, this is due to the 
return of color: for several years we have seen an offensive of pink and terracotta 
colors. Each season at Milan Design Week, the colors become brighter and warmer. 
Life on the run 
Flexible schedules allow more and more people to work from home, so the 
demand for home cabinets is increasing. Modern homes are becoming hybrids, so in 
addition to traditional leisure and entertainment spaces, new space is now needed for 
work and creative inspiration. 
Nostalgia and futurism 
Controversial trends in 2020 are the inspiration for futuristic design and 
nostalgia for the 60-70s. 
Forms of basic elements of the interior develop: straight, rigidly square lines 
disappear, more smooth curves, wavy lines and rounded forms appear. Classic 
furniture items are revised and restored, because true beauty and time-consuming 
style will never die. The colors are dominated by red shades that inspire risky 
combinations. Deep color can be a powerful tool for interior design, but it is 
important to keep the color balance and some bright hues better to soothe with neutral 
white, gray, or other calm colors [2]. 
Small houses 
Architects have increasingly developed innovative solutions for smaller spaces. 
The seductive prospect of living in the heart of big cities with all the possibilities 
offered by this location creates the challenge for home developers to solve all 
functional issues for rooms less than 40 square meters. 
Furniture and decor 
In terms of furniture and decoration, you can design in neon eclectic style. This 
is a space combination of classic details, contemporary furniture from Blade Runner 
2049, Neon illumination, colored acrylic. 
Lighting 
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The first factor set apart from the trend is natural street lighting from the sun. 
The way the sun floods your apartment or room is fundamentally affecting everything 
else – placing a sofa, bed, kitchen and even a cat house. It is advisable to place the 
living rooms  in the east and southeast directions, and in the north, where you less 
likely to be [1]. 
The most popular colors 
Fashion for naturalness and naturalness has led to the fact that among the 
headliners of the year in the nomination the most fashionable colors are exquisite 
shades of green: for example, pale mint green, which is complemented by pearl-blue, 
terracotta, citrus, gray-pink. All this, according to reputable interior paint 
manufacturers and wallpaper collectors, should lead to harmony of body and soul. 
Consequently, the trends in the design of residential areas, which have 
dominated the last few years, remain firmly in place, so that there is no aesthetic 
shock in the new season. But design thinking continues to evolve towards creating 
the most comfortable environment for a person, hence - the use of natural materials, 
natural palette, design of comfortable furniture. 
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